
STRATHNAIRN
COMMUNITY COUNCIL

GENERAL MEETING NUMBER 270 IN FARR
COMMUNITY HALL 7.30 pm

MONDAY 20th May 2019

DRAFT MINUTES

SNCC Members Present – James Murray (Chair) [JM], Peter Christie (Hon. Sec) [PC], Ian 
Hunt [IH], Bea Wallace [BW], Douglas Henderson [DH] 

HC Members Present – Cllr Caddick [CC], Colin Ross [CR]
Members of Public Present – PC McGibbon + 2 members of the public.

Minutes GH
1. Apologies

Apologies were received from Isobel McQueer, Cllr Knox, Cllr Gowans and Cllr 
Davidson. Apologies were also received from Sally Moore [SM] and it was noted that she 
had tendered her resignation from the community council due to relocation. JM paid tribute
to SM praising her great knowledge and her service on or for SNCC for over 20 years. 
SNCC expressed its thanks to SM and wished her well in her new home. 

2. Approval of Minute 17th April 2019 
Proposed DH Seconded BW

3. Declaration of Interests
IH advised the CC that as Chair of the Community Benefit Fund he would not take part in 
discussions relating to the SCBF, unless he deemed it appropriate to do so.

4. Traffic Management 
CR was welcomed to the meeting and it was agreed to take this item before the rest of the 
agenda. CR gave his report on planned and recent traffic management work on the B851 
working from north to south from the A9:
Scheme 1 - A9 to Whitemill Bridge – Financial contribution has been secured from Leiths 
in respect of Quarry operations for the section towards the A9 from the Quarry entrance. 
Work is planned at the turn off from the A9 just before access to the underpass to just 
before the Quarry access approx. 350m long.  There is funding to deliver a shape and 
overlay to strengthen the road.  There is a tight radius in the dip followed by a difficult 
bend and Work is planned to improve both bends, localised widening to provide a 
consistent width and drainage before the winter.  Landowner agreements, survey and 
design will be needed.
Scheme 9 – Inverarnie Village Improvement Scheme – CR apologised for the delay in 
getting this work started on the ground and is running approx. 3 months behind original 
start times.  Aiming to send out the tender issue by the end of May for work to improve a 
600 metre stretch of path and road from the shop at Inverarnie to Dalvourn.  The contract 
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award is expected to be made by the end of June with work starting in July or August.  
Tenders will be shared with SSE as they are funding the scheme, and CR is seeking a 
contingency to cover additional costs should they arise.  CR is looking to seek match 
funding from Sustrans but the rules are tight and it may not be possible.  This may provide 
funding for additional works although it may only be the path element and not the full 
Village Scheme proposals which include the carriageway works.  Subject to SNCC 
thoughts, priority is expected to be would be from Farr primary school and play park and 
on towards the school woods.
Scheme 11 – Farr to Sockich’s Corner   - PC asked whether any work would be done on the 
stretch of road near Milton Wood but CR advised that there is no available funding.
Scheme 12 – Sockich Corner - JM asked about the bend past the Artist’s Cottage on the 
way to Croachy. CR advised that it may be possible to take forward an interim solution by 
extending the safety barrier and providing strip widening to widen the carriageway but this 
would require further investigation and funding may be an issue.  CR would prioritise the 
safety barrier first and seek to have this extended.
Scheme 13A – Flichity Bridge Replacement   - CR referred to the recent decision to give 
consent on appeal to the RES application for the Windfarm at Aberarder. RES have agreed 
to undertake work to replace Flichity Bridge and widen the road on either side of it. It was 
noted that the bridge has been propped twice and repaired multiple times so further repair 
and propping is not viable. It was also noted that if work is not done soon it may be 
necessary to place a weight restriction on the bridge which it is recognised would adversely
impact on local businesses. There are multiple interests in the bridge – most notably SEPA,
Fisheries, HC flood team, HC roads design and HC structures design teams.
RES are obliged to develop a flood risk assessment model.  This will be used to model the 
effects on flood storage capacity of carriageway widening and the possibility of raising the 
road level.  The existing bridge is only 70 metres from the River Nairn and sits in the 
Nairn’s floodplain.  It may be the impacts of the works are negligible to the capacity of the 
floodplain but without the model this cannot be assessed.  Raising the road level is 
desirable as it floods every so often, however without checking this you may inadvertently 
exacerbate flooding downstream.  THC will ask RES to run a simulation of this through 
their model to check the suitability of raising the road level.  However, while you can 
offset a reduction in flood storage capacity, by installing culverts under the road, this may 
result in adverse effects such as both fields either side of the road being flooded several 
times a years instead of just one field.  That would impact adversely on the owners 
interests or it may allow more water from pluvial flooding to pass downstream 
exacerbating flooding.  This demonstrates that raising the road is not simple matter.
Ground conditions at the bridge are difficult and a box culvert solution is favourable for 
this reason although SEPA and Fisheries are not in favour of box culverts.  It may be a 
clear span structure is provided.  RES are progressing the design but presently they have 
not yet finalised the structure form, whether it will be a box culvert or clear span structure. 
However, they are wishing to start soon on a Phase 1 ‘interim’ structure which enables 
them to meet time constraints for Fisheries and also hit programme times for their wind 
farm construction.  They intend to progress and finalise the detailed design in tandem with 
this and ideally the interim bridge will become part of the permanent bridge.  Interim 
scenario is box culverts downstream of the existing structure, but close to it, then divert the
traffic on to that so they can demolish the existing bridge.  If designs etc all come together 
it is hoped they will continue then building the permanent structure, move traffic back over
then complete.  This would minimise road closures and disruption for the public.  
However, there are lots of issues to be bottomed out before the final details are known.
The final replacement structure will be with an improved alignment, widened to twin track 
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width with an integrated path.  There will be short lengths of twin track widening either 
side of the Bridge which will be extended in the future when THC deliver further lengths 
of twin track widening.  This will remove and improve the current sub-standard road 
geometry at the bridge which has a very tight horizontal radius, vertical hump and single 
lane width.
There is a wider benefit in this Phase 1 interim arrangement, in order to de-risk the 
possibility of having to implement a weight restriction on the Bridge. While this would 
obviously hinder RES it would have detrimental impact for the wider local community and
use of the public road, affecting general traffic but the Estates and Farmers who rely on the
road.  Therefore, it is considered reasonable and pragmatic to allow wind farm construction
in tandem with the Bridge replacement but with some controls.  Those controls would 
allow mobilisation of a small number of plant to the wind farm site to enable a start on the 
hill but the ‘Phase 1 interim’ temporary diversion must be installed and operational before 
significant HGV transportation starts. Full replacement of the Bridge should be completed 
before the transportation of abnormal loads commences.
IH asked if the old bridge could be left in place as a non-accessed bridge.  CR replied that 
as the replacement bridge was on the same alignment and therefore the existing bridge had 
to be demolished.  CR confirmed it was not listed and apart from being on the alignment it 
was on the wrong side of the road to be sued as a path.  CR advised the stone from the 
current bridge would be used in the construction of the new one for parapets and stone 
cladding to the end elevations which would be seen from adjacent land.
It was noted that RES would like to be on site by the end of June but to date have had no 
meaningful dialogue with SNCC and have not yet agreed their plans with HC. CR advised 
that he would inform RES that they could not access the site without having a community 
liaison meeting with SNCC, as this was part of their planning conditions.
Scheme 17 – Croachy Village Improvement Scheme Phase 1 - The recently completed 
works at Croachy were discussed. It was noted that these works form part of an overall 
village improvement scheme but funding for the full works is currently unavailable. The 
current works were carried out to enhance the Gateway, formalise the passing place and 
slow traffic down.  CR noted that initial observations showed traffic was using the 
arrangement as intended and that some traffic had slowed entering the Village but further 
speed surveys would be carried to check.  One member of the public felt that so far this did
not appear to have been the case.  JM asked if anything had been provided to slow traffic 
coming from the north.  CR advised the existing gateway at the north of the Village 
remained but road markings were still to be replaced following surface dressing works.  A 
SLOW marking and white lining to try and protect the access were carried out and the 
works provided appropriate road width with the narrowings designed to slow traffic.  
However, the full benefit would not be realised until the full scheme was delivered.  If 
funding became available CR would like to enhance the the north gateway to the same 
standard as the south which would leave the internal section of the Village to be completed.
One member of the public noted that a lot of money seemed to have been spent for little 
appreciable benefit and had wanted further works within the Village.  CR advised this was 
unfortunate and the lack of funding prevented delivering the whole scheme.  However, 
having the passing place and the narrowings meant traffic had the appropriate widths to 
pass which was better than the original layout.  The path provided for vulnerable road users
and the old arrangement of vehicles over-running the old path was unsafe and 
unsustainable.
CR advised he would carry out a Community consultation with the residents of Croachy 
for the full Village Scheme in coming months.  If acceptable this would be held at the 
Church, to explain the proposals and gather feedback, answer questions and listen to ideas, 
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similar to that carried out for Inverarnie and Farr Village held last year in Farr Hall. CR 
will advise the CC in due course when this will be carried out.
Scheme 22 – Aberarder to Forest Access -The section of road from Aberarder Bridge to 
Dunmaglass Mains entrance was to have been twin-tracked as part of the conditions on the 
RES planning application but this was removed on appeal. CR plans some works in this 
area with the support of the estate and the Inverness Area DLO to improve drainage with a 
view to twin-tracking in future.
B861 - DH referred to an area outside his house where there is a hole of approximately 7 
metres length. He advised that a cyclist passing at the weekend had buckled its front wheel 
and driven into his fence. He also advised that numerous lorries pass by on the road daily. 
CR said that he would pursue a carriageway repair via SSE and would advise DH of 
proposed timescales.
CR left the meeting.

5. Community Policing Report
PC McGibbon spoke to her report covering the period from the last meeting. Of note were 
7 reports of hazards and 8 fixed penalties on the A9 and one report of a theft from a vehicle
for which an arrest had been made.
PC mentioned cars undertaking U-turns on the A9 at Daviot. PC McGibbon advised this 
this practice, although dangerous, is not illegal.

6. Matters arising from Minute  
Items from previous matters:

Item 13b from the August minute – restrictions on travel times for lorries – Cllr Gowans
was not present but had provided an update to the effect hat he has made contact with 
Highland Council and awaits a reply. Action: KG
Item 7a from the September minute – Dunlichity Graveyard – JM had spoken to Sally 
Moore and obtained contact details for the Bereavement Society to progress the matter.

Action: JM
Item 7b from the March 2019 minute – Aberarder negotiations –JM has emailed Mr 
Sandilands about accompanying JM at the Windfarm negotiations and awaits a reply.

Action: JM
Item 7b from the March 2019 minute – Red John letter from Residents – it was noted 
that SNCC’s letter to the planning department and the letter from residents would be 
taken into account in the planning application and that it had been delayed until June 
2019.
Item 7b from the April 2019 minute – Aberarder Windfarm – IH has written to 
Aberarder Windfarm regarding their statement that they had been in discussions with 
him. A meeting date is still awaited and IH will report back when further 
correspondence is received Action: IH
Item 7b from the April 2019 minute – Meallmore Woods – this was discussed under 
Item 8 of the agenda.
Item 7b from the April 2019 minute – Daviot Farms Waste Management Facility – this 
was discussed under Item 8 of the agenda.
Item 14b from the April 2019 minute – Rental of Farr Hall – JM will raise this matter at 
the Hall Committee meeting on 21 May. 19 Action: JM
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7. Financial Report
Funds stand at £3047.25 and there are no invoices outstanding. BW is in the process of 
preparing the accounts for the AGM in June.

8. Planning Application and updates
a) Report from IH on applications 

IH spoke to his report, listing 8 new planning applications:  erection of house at land 
north east of Scatraig, Daviot.; display signs for the Visitor Centre at Culloden 
Battlefield; change of use to a secure dog walking field and formation of hard standing at 
2 Nairnside View; replace and improve entrance signage and siting of catering trailer at 
the visitor centre at Culloden Battlefield; erection of a house at Cranmore, Nairnside; 
erection of a sun room and new annex room above garage at Roselea House, Daviot; 
erection of extension to house at Kennels Cottage, Flichity; and a PNO for the formation 
of forestry private ways and Aberarder estate. It was noted that the PNO application had 
been refused with a recommendation that a full planning application be submitted.
It was noted that in relation to the application for a change of use to a secure dog walking
field at Nairnside, that the entrance would be at the far end of the plot and hard standing 
would be in place for 2 cars.
There were no updates.
b) Report on Aberarder WF and Red John meetings
Aberarder Windfarm
This was discussed under item 3 and there is nothing further to report as no meeting has 
taken place.
Red John 
There is nothing further to report at this stage.
c) Daviot Farms 19/00347/FUL Objection
IH had held a meeting with R Dowell and took him through the SNCC objection to this 
planning application. IH advised that SNCC had objected to the initial temporary licence 
plus the subsequent application and this is now the third application.  Mr Dowell was 
advised that if the planning application is likely to be approved, they would like to see 
constraints regarding the use of the waste management facility and a monitored weigh 
bridge because of concerns about improper extractions from the site. They would also 
like to see restrictions on the times of use and the number of vehicles on the road as there 
are issues of road safety.
It was noted that the operator licence given to MacDonald Groundworks Ltd has been 
revoked and that given the revocation of the licence the variation applications to add 
additional operating centres to increase authorisation and to nominate a new transport 
manager have been refused.   MacDonald Groundworks Ltd is disqualified from 31st 
March 2019 to 19th May 2022 from applying for or holding an operator licence in this or 
any other traffic area in terms of section 28(1) and 28(4) of the 1995 Act.

9.      Knocknagael to Tomatin Liaison Group
The next meeting, expected to be the final, is scheduled for 4th September 2019. PC will 
make contact SSE so that the contractors can meet with DH regarding his concerns about 
the noise and vibrations from traffic hitting road repairs/potholes. Action: PC 

10.    Correspondence received. (via email unless indicated otherwise.)
a) – NHS Highland have created a new application process for the funding of Third Sector 

providers delivering services to adults 18 years and over, living in Highland. 
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https://www.nhshighland.scot.nhs.uk/Publications/Pages/publicationsmain.aspx 
https://www.nhshighland.scot.nhs.uk/Publications/Documents/Funding
%20Application%20Guidelin es.pdf  No action required

b) – Further information about the Inner Moray Firth Local Development Plan and asking 
CC's for their key priorities. Clarification was given by CC that this applied to rural 
Community Councils who were being asked to advise if they have any priorities for 
housing, leisure etc It was agreed to take forward to the June meeting.

Action: PC
c) – Scottish Govt. – Investing in Communities.
d) – Scottish Govt. – 75th  Anniversary of VE Day. ---- 8th  May 2020\ This will be for the 

new CC to discuss.
e) – BBC Scotland. – seeking an audience for Debate Night UHI. Noted the event is now 

past.
f) – Scottish Govt. – Short Term Lets consultation – closes 19th July
g) – Scottish Govt. – Grant Funding for Community led design.
h) – Highland Council – CC Network meeting in Inverness HQ 8th June PC will attend
i) –Scottish Forestry – Notice of amendment to Aberarder LTFP. [Wind Blow]

12. List of Events, Meetings and dates for attendance and interest.
a) – K-T Liaison Group – 4th  September.  (final?)
b) – Disability in Scotland: A National Conference  Tuesday 11th June 2019, Edinburgh
c) – Meeting with Eneco re amenity improvements in Meallmore Woods, 13 May. IH 

reminded the meeting that there was a requirement on Eneco to maintain the woods 
as a screen for  Moy Windfarm. Work is required to provide a deer fence and replant 
at significant cost. Enerco have offed to sell the woods to SNCC/Strathdearn CC at a 
reduced cost without the work being carried out, but if there is no interest they will 
complete the works as they are required through the planning consent. They remain 
willing to sell to the CCs after this but at an increased cost reflecting the work carried
out. Eneco confirmed that if they sell the woods to a third party the requirement to 
maintain the woods as a shield will be passed on.
The work will see the creation of a perimeter walk outwith the deer fence plus other 
trackways but there will not be a formal path, although Eneco are open to the 
creation of a fitness trail if SNCC wish to fund one.
SNCC and Strathdearn CC indicated that they did not think their was much interest 
in a community purchase but would refer back to their respective communities. It 
was agreed to bring this matter forward to the June meeting. Action: PC

d) – Meeting with R Dowell Hre Meallmore Waste Management, 16 May. Covered under 
Item 8c.

e)– Resilient Communities Conference 2019 - 11 September, Cambuslang
f) – Scottish Government Community Land Team – free event at the Inverness College 

UHI, Inverness on 15th October 2019.  Link: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/scottish-government-community-land-team-
18547648019 IH is attending.

13. Questions from members of the Public.
There were no questions.

14. AOCB
a) A smart meters planning consultation document has been received. This will be brought 
forward to the June meeting. Action: PC
b) CC raised the issue of CC boundaries and whether Nairnside would sit better with 
another CC. SNCC confirmed that it did not seek any change to the boundary.
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https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/scottish-government-community-land-team-18547648019
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/scottish-government-community-land-team-18547648019
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15. Date of the next CC Meeting [271] – Monday 17th June 2019
The Community Council is required to issue the agenda 7 days before it’s meeting.  To be
certain that an item can be included please make sure that it is submitted ten days before
our meeting is due to take place.
Copies of this agenda and the minutes of Community Council meetings are circulated by
email.   If  you would  like  to  receive  a  copy your  email  address  can  be  added to  the
circulation list by application to secretary@strathnairncc.com.

The meeting closed at 9.35pm.
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